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Abstract 
Karanjai, S. and G. Biswas, Time-dependent scattering and transmission functions, Journal of Computational 
and Applied Mathematics 37 (1991) 221-235. 
A system of integro-differential equations for the scattering and transmission functions for a homogeneous finite 
nonemitting atmosphere which scatters anisotropically is derived. A principle of invariance for the time-depen- 
dent transfer of radiation is then used to formulate the functional equations for the scattering and transmission 
functions. 
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1. Introduction 
In the theory of radiative transfer in a plane-parallel atmosphere, the principles of invariance 
governing the laws of diffuse reflection and transmission play an important role. Following the 
idea of Ambartsumian, Chandrasekhar [4] stated the complete set of principles of invariance. 
Ueno tried to extend the principles to an inhomogeneous atmosphere of semi-infinite [19] or of 
finite [20] optical thickness and to a time-dependent radiation field [21]. Matsumoto [9] obtained 
the functional equations for the scattering and transmission functions for a finite inhomogeneous 
atmosphere. Matsumoto [lO,ll] also formulated the time-dependent principle of invariance. 
Bellman et al. [2] and Fymat and Ueno [6] formulated the principles for a radiation field with a 
finite order of scattering. Matsumoto [12] then developed the time-dependent principles of 
invariance for a finite order of scattering. Mull&in [17] verified rigorously the principles of 
invariance by virtue of functional analysis. Matsumoto [13] also obtained the functional 
equations for the scattering and transmission functions for a plane-parallel inhomogeneous 
atmosphere scattering anisotropically. 
Recently Biswas and Karanjai [3,8] obtained the functional equations for the scattering and 
transmission functions for (i) a homogeneous isotropically scattering finite atmosphere and (ii) 
an anisotropically scattering finite inhomogeneous atmosphere by principles of invariance. 
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The theory of diffuse reflection and transmission of radiation by a finite atmosphere bounded 
by reflecting surface was developed for the study of planetary atmospheres. The two types of 
reflecting surfaces, viz. Lambert’s law reflector and specular reflector, are extensively studied. 
Mukai [14] used the doubling method developed in [7,23] to consider the problem of reflection 
and transmission by planetary atmosphere with two types of reflecting surfaces. The reflection 
and transmission function for a finite inhomogeneous anisotropically scattering atmosphere 
bounded by a reflecting surface have been obtained in [22] with the help of the integral operator 
method. Mukai and Ueno [16] reduced Chandrasekhar’s planetary problem [4] in the specular 
reflection case to the standard problem by using an integral equation method. Planetary 
problems for inhomogeneous anisotropically scattering atmospheres have been considered in 
[1,5,18,22]. Mukai [15] derived two systems of integro-differential equations for scattering and 
transmission functions of an inhomogeneous, anisotropically scattering atmosphere bounded by 
a reflecting surface with the aid of the principle of invariance, taking into account the polarity of 
the optical properties of the medium. 
Here we have derived a system of integro-differential equations for scattering and transmis- 
sion functions for a homogeneous finite, nonemitting atmosphere. The principle of invariance for 
the time-dependent transfer of radiation is then used to formulate the functional equations for 
the scattering and transmission functions. 
2. Formulation of the problem 
We consider a homogeneous, plane-parallel, nonemitting and anisotropically scattering atmo- 
sphere of finite geometrical thickness, whose optical properties vary with geometrical depth x, 
x,, G x G x1. The intensity of radiation 1(x, p, +, t) at time t, at geometrical depth x, in 
direction (p, +), satisfies the equation of transfer 
( 1 a cz+E”.ax a + l)r(x, p, +, t) =J(x, t), (1) 
where C is the velocity of light. 
We denote the duration of temporal capture, i.e., the mean time between successive interac- 
tion, by t, and assume that probability of emission during the interval of time (t, t + d t) is given 
by WI 
f(t) dt = t, exp (2) 
We consider scattering as absorption with a subsequent emission of a photon, and the source 
function J( x, t) takes the form 
J(x, t) = & jdf(t - t’) dt’ 
+1 277 
X J J J(X, /A, +‘, t’>P(x, P, +; P’> 6) dp’ de’. -1 0 (3) 
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The time-independent phase function P(x, p, $I; p’, +‘) satisfies the following relations: 
p(x, P, +; PO, +o,) = P(% PO9 +oo; II, +>7 
p(x, P, G; -PO, Go,) = ~(-G - P, G; PO, +oo). 
We have the normalization condition 
-1 4a -1 +1 J 0 27 P(x, p, (P; CL’, +‘> dE.1’ d+’ = 1. 
The initial and boundary conditions are as follows: 
1(x, p, +, 0) = 0, for t < 0, 
I+( x0, PL, G, t)=FS(~--o)S(~-~o,)S(t), 
I-(x, P, $3 4 
~‘)K(P, G, P’, 6, t - t’) dp’ d$’ dt’, 
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(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
where 8 is the Dirac S-function as usual. The + and - direction mean the direction towards the 
lower surface x = x1 and the direction towards the upper surface x = x0, respectively. The 
boundary conditions reveal the fact that the upper surface is illuminated by a Dirac g-function 
type incident radiation, and the bottom surface is a reflecting surface so that no radiation can 
escape from or enter into the surface. We have introduced the function K( p $B, /A’, +‘, t - t’) to 
measure the probability that a photon in direction (p, +) and at time t will reappear after 
reflection in direction (p’, $‘) at time t ’ from the bottom surface. 
3. Functional equations for S and T functions 
We divide the radiation field into two parts, the first one being the reduced incident radiation 
which is incident on the boundary surface and penetrates to the level x without any scattering 
processes. The second one is the diffuse radiation field which arises in consequence of one or 
more scattering processes [4]. Hence we can write 
I+(.& CL, +, t) 
=I& P, 6 t) +nFG(p-po)s(e-9,)s(t- y) exp( -7) (10) 
Xexp( - F):, 
where I,‘( x, p, $, t) represents the diffuse radiation field. The second term in (11) represents 
radiation which falls on x = x0, reaches the bottom surface with attenuation and suffers 
reflection there and again attenuates to reach the surface x = x1. 
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We now decompose the equation of transfer for the two directions to get 
i 
1 a 
cTt+% a + l)l+(x, P, G, t> =J(x, t), 
i 
;; -& +1)1-(x, /l, $I, t) =J(x, 1). 
(12) 
(13) 
We substitute (10) and (11) in (12) and (13) and we get after some calculations, 
+ ‘sict - t’) dt' 
4P 0 
where 
4l(-G P> 9, t) =4Xx, P, G, t) +4&r, PL, +, 1). 
The boundary conditions now take the form 
4Xx,, P, Q, 0.=0, 
(15) 
(16) 
1,-(x,, p, $I, t) = 1 f l /// 2n PO0 0 K(P., 9; 1-6 +‘, t - t’)ld+(x, p, $‘, t’) d$ dt’. (17) 
We now proceed to formulate the principle of invariance for this particular problem. For an 
atmosphere with free surface conditions we can write the total radiation field as follows: 
A+(% PL, +, t> 
=G&, P, 6 t> +nFG(~-Bo)G(~-~o)S(t- 2) exp(-T), (18) 
&-(x9 CL, $9 t) =L&, P, cp, 0, (19) 
where Id: represents the diffuse radiation field for a free surface. The principle of invariance can 
be obtained for the diffuse radiation field in the following form: 
) exp(-y) 
1 
f l 
++ 0 0 0 --/// 
2Tso( x1 -x, p, $a; p’, +‘, t - t’) d$ d$’ dt’, (20) 
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and 
$T,( Xl -x0, p, G; PO, cpo) 
=f$exp(-y)T,(x,-x, P, $; po, 4~0, t-2) 
+exp(-y)I,:(x, p, (p, t-g 
1 
f l +4vJ 0 0 0 --/// *“q( xl -x, CL, +; p’, $‘, t - t’)Id+s(x, ,u’, +‘, t’) d$ d$’ dt’, 
(21) 
where So and To are scattering and transmission functions respectively for the diffuse fields for 
free surfaces. We have 
$s,( Xl -x0, P, G; PO, Go, t> = ~,-,(XO~ P, 9, t), (22) 
$T,( x1-x0, I-1, G; PO, +oo, t> =&&(x1, CL, $9 t). (23) 
We substitute (22) and (23) in (20) and (21) and get as in the time-independent case [15] 
C(x, P, $9 t> 
1 
t l =- 4V IJJ *a o xl - xo, P, G; P’, 6, t - t’)I;(x, ,u’, +‘, t’) d$ d$ dt’, 00 0 
$T,b-xo, CL, +; ~0, $00, t) 
=exp( - yyI:(x, /.A, 9, t-y) 
-exp(-~),F6(j.k-~o)S(g-+o)G(t-~-~)exp(-~) 
1 1 1 
+4v 0 0 0 --/// 
2?r 
T,(xl -x, p, $; ,u’, G’, t - t’)Id+s(x, p’, $‘, t’) d/L d$’ dt’. 
(25) 
For x = x1 we get 
+J x1 -x0; PL, +; PO, $00, t) 
=1:(x1, p, $, t)-nF8(p-po)6(~-~o)6(t-~) exp(-v). 
0 
(26) 
In deriving (24) we used 
x1 -x0, I-1, +; PO, Go, t> = q(xo, CL, +, t>, (27) 
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where g0 is the scattering function for the total radiation field for a free surface. If we use 
+7rF8(p-po)8(+-+o)f3(t-~) exp(-y), (28) 
where To represents the transmission function for the total radiation field, we get from (26) 
1 
* l =- 4V JJJ %( 
x1 -x, p, +, p’, G’, t - t’)l,+(x, ,u’, q5’, t’) d$ d$’ dt’. (29) 
00 0 
We can write 
s,(x, -x, P> G; $7 9’7 t) = &&, -x, PL, +, $3 G’, t), (30) 
7;,(x, -xv PY G; $9 (P’, t> = T,(x, -x, P, $3 $7 cp’, t>. (31) 
Equations (24), (30) and (28), (31) form the principles of invariance for the problem for the 
standard atmosphere. We now consider the reflecting bottom surface which is sometimes 
designated as the planetary atmosphere where K( p, +; p’, I$“, t) # 0, as in the standard atmo- 
sphere. It is apparent that the principle of invariances can be written down in the above form for 
the planetary atmosphere. We write 
I-(x, CL, G, t> 
1 
* l =- 47rE.L JJI ,,,( 
x1 -x, p, $a; p’, r#i, t - t’)I+(x, p’, +‘, t’) d$ d+’ dt’, (32) 
0 0 ,o 
1 t 1 
llJ 
2n- 
=- 
4V 
T(x, -x, /A, +; /A’, +‘, t - t’)l+(x, /L’, & t’) d$ d+’ dt’, (33) 
00 0 
where we have defined the scattering L? and transmission T function as the probability of 
ultimate reflection and transmission, respectively in direction (p, +) at time t and direction 
(-po, Go) at time I’, which is incident on the upper surface of the atmosphere of optical 
thickness x, - x0 at time t’. These functions satisfy relations like (30) and (33). 
Now we substitute (10) and (11) in (32) to get 
-y) exp(-3f2)T 
1 t 1 2n- 
=- 
4V /// 
S(x, -x, /A, 9; /L’, +‘, t- t’)Id+(x, $, +‘, t’) d$ d+’ dt’ 
00 0 
1 * 1 +4nfi --lJJ 0 0 0 2Ts(x1 -x, p, 9; P’, 4, t- ++qP -/Jo) 
- 7) dp’ d+’ dt’. (34) 
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We now use 
in (34) and we get 
z) exp(-2) 
1 f l +4w 0 0 0 --JJJ 2nS( x1 -x, p, G, $7 69 t - t’) 
x1,+(x, p’, $a’, t’) d$ d@’ dt’ 
x exp( - y) d/L d+’ dt’, (36) 
where S represents the scattering functions for a diffuse field. 
We substitute (10) in (33) to get, 
1 
f l =- JJJ ,,,( 
X1 -X, P, $; P’, 6, t - ++W - PoPW- +oo> 
00 0 
t’-T)exp(-y)dp’d+‘dt’ 
We use 
1 
’ ’ 
+4T 0 0 0 --JJJ 
2n7;(~1 -x, p, +; p’, +‘, t - t’)ld+(x, ,u’, +‘, t’) d$ d+’ dt’. 
(37) 
qx, -x, PL, G; $9 6, t - t’) 
= T(x, - x, P, +, P’, +‘, t - t’) 
+4d(p-p’)S($-+‘)6(t-F-t’) exp(-y) 
in (37) and we get 
(38) 
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+exp(-y+o, p,+, t-y) 
1 t 1 
--lJI 
2n 
+ 4’rrP 0 0 0 
qx, -x, P, +; $9 6, t - t’)Id+(x, p’, t$, t’) d$ d+’ dt’. 
(3% 
From this we get, 
x, PL, 4; PO, +oo, t- 2) exp(-Tj 
1 f 1 
+4TP 0 0 0 --JJJ 
2”T( x1 -x, /A, 9; p’, +‘, t- t’)ld+(x, p’, q~‘, t’) d$ d+’ dt’. 
(40) 
Equations (36) and (40) together with equations analogous to (30) and (31) for the planetary 
problem constitute the mathematical description of the time-dependent principle of invariance 
for the planetary atmosphere with the reflecting bottom surface and incidence on the upper 
surface. 
The required equation satisfied by the scattering and transmission function will now be 
derived following the general method of [4,10]. 
We differentiate (36) with respect to x and take the limit x + x0, and make some rearrange- 
ment of terms to get 
Fl la a ---- 
1 
d$ d+’ dt’ 
X-X0 
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xexpj - y)p’ dp’ d+’ dtj_. 
(41) 
We have from (14) 
Jiiy, $:(x9 r-1, $7 t’) = 
JO’, &A 
$ 7 (42) 
where 
J( t’, x0) = & l’i( t’ - t”) dt” 
x 
JJ 
l ‘“r,t( x0, p’, (P’, t”)P(xo, p.‘, 4; ~“7 6) dp” de” 
0 0 
+ &@t’- t”) dt” 
’ X 
JJ 
2nI;(~o, p”, $a”, t”)P(p’, r$; -/A”, r$‘) dp” d$” 
0 0 
+ $-I,‘>(t’- t”) dt” 
x6 t” 
( 
-%$!!+.xxp(-~)dp”&$’ 
+ & lj(f - I”) dt” 
0 
I 2n 
X JJ P(%, 1-1’9 4; - p” ) +” ) nF 0 0 
X K P”, 6; ~0, 4,0, 1” - 
( 
33!) e.+~) 
cpo 
exp( - y) exp( - v) dp” d+“. 
We use (16) and (17) to get 
Jtt’, ~0) = &r,‘;( t’ - t”) dt”~1~2”S(r, -x0, p”, +“; po, +o, t”) 
x 4,” qxo, $9 +‘; 
-/A”, c$‘) dp” d+” 
(43) 
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+ $ (f( t’ - t”) dt” 
1 27 
X 
JJ PC x0, /A 6; 0 0 
-/A”, &‘)K ,u”, c$“; po, Go, t” - y $ 
( 
’ 
) 
x exp( - y)exp(- v) d,u” d&j. (44) 
We also have, from (14), 
&2(x, p, qI, t) = - J(y) +$($;+l)mx, l-4, G, 0. 
This becoies, on using (22), 
&(x, p, +, t) = - y) +~(~;++$(x,-x, P, +; PO, +oo, 0. (45) 
We now substitute (44) and (45) in (41) and get after some lengthy rearrangement of terms, 
--- 
4: LoS( Xl -x0, P, G; PO, Go, t> 
+(~+~)(~t+l)~~(xl-xo, P, +; PO, +o> t) 
= $P( x0, /J> G; PO> ~oo).fO> 
+ $&f.f(t - t’> dt’/1/2”S(x, -xo, P’, G; ~0, $0, t’) 
0 0 0 
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F 1 
’ 2q +JjXoO 0 JJ / 3 
x1 - x0, cl, G; $7 cp’? t - t’)pb,, $7 4; PO, Go) 
xf(t$$d+’ dt’ 
F 1 
+qi4noo 0 /f/2gfS(xl -x0, p, +; p’, $‘, t - t’)/d)(tt - t”) dt” 
X 
// 
2n lP( x0, p, +; -p’, $2 -P”, 6’) 
0 0 
Xl - x0 
F 
I- 161~ 
I 2T 
Jl I 
1 I’ 
X K(P, 9; CL’, +‘, t - t’) exp f(t’ - t”) dt” 
00 0 
JJ 2n ‘s( Xl -x07 El. “, 6’9 PO, $00, t”) 0 0 
dpff d$ 
x P(x,, $, +‘; -$‘, &‘)TTd4’ de’ dt’ 
K(p, +; P’, 6, t - t’) w 
x P(xo, P’, 6; ~0, +o,)f(t’) G’ d+’ dt’ 
f 2n 
JI I 
1 t’ 
X K(p, +; p’, +“; t-t’) exp j-( t’ - t”) dt” 
00 0 
Equation (46), thus derived, is a complicated equation whose solution can be obtained under 
suitable boundary conditions. 
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We now differentiate (40) with respect to x and take the limit as x + x,, to get, 
1 
’ 2n 
+4TPoo 0 --JJ J 
lT(x, -x0, /.A, Cp; p’, +‘t - t’) 
1 d/i d& dt’. .X=.X0 (47) 
We shall use the following equation: 
;;y,&G x9 l-l, +, t 
i 
x1 - x -_ Q 
= lilhn/_~+‘- (t - ~))-&I& p, +, t’) dt’. (48) 
We use (42) via (43) and substitute (47) in (48) to get, using the properties of the Dirac 
&function, 
Xl -x0, PL, ~00, d + ($& + l)+l -xo, P, +; ~0, 1); 
= exp - y)/_;+- (t- F))[&r,‘(x. P, G, t’,]X=XO dt’ 
1 t 2n 
--JJ J 
1 
+4TPoo 0 
T(x, - ~0, P’, 9’; P, +; t - t’) 
x JJ l 2”s(x, - 0, p”, 6; PO, t”) 0 0 
F 
x 4/l.” 
-P(x,, /A”, +‘; -/A”, $“> d$’ d+” 
+ :FP(xo, p’, 4b0, +o)f(t”) 
++F 
/ 
“f(t’- t”) dt” 
0 
1 2T 
X 
SJ 
I+,, u’, $6 -P”, 4’) 
0 0 
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X$exp(-y)exp(-y) d$‘dc#~“] d/i d+‘dt’. (4% 
We get after several rearrangements, 
X JJ l 2=P( x0, P, 9; -IL 4) 0 0 
XS(x, - xo, P’, $6 ~0, ho, t”)ypW’ dt’ 1 
i 
x1-x0 F 
+ exp - I 
P 1 
@bo, PL, $7 * -p’, $)f(t- yq 
F 
i 
Xl - x0 
+qw - p 
1 
x j_+J(tt- (t- V)) 
X [J o’>( t’ - t”) dt” 
JJ 1 zz( x0, p, #; - $1 6) 0 0 
p’, 9’; CL07 $00, t”_ T)CLOexp(-y) 
F 1 
’ 2n 
++ 167 o o --/.i j 
‘T(x, - x0, P’, 9’; PO, +, t - t’) o 
x of;(t’ - t”) dt” J 
X /I * 2nS( Xl -x0, CL “9 4’9 PO, Goo, t”) 0 0 
d$’ 
x P(x,, p’, +‘; -p’, cj~“)~ dc$’ d/l d#’ dt’ 
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x Pb,, P’, $‘; ~0, +o)f(t’) G’ d+’ dt’ 
x )-(t’- t”) dt" J 
X JJ l 2"P( x0, $9 4; -P”T 4’) 0 0 
X exp -II (50) 
Equations (40) and (50) are the required functional equations for the scattering and transmission 
function for the present case. These equations are subject to initial conditions 
S( Xl -x0, P> +; PO, $00, 0) =O, (5Oa) 
T( x1 -x0, P, G; PO, @oo,O> = 0. (5Ob) 
It is noticed that if we let K(p, +; po, Go, t) = 0 in (46) and (50), the equations represent the 
corresponding equations in standard time-independent atmosphere [15]. 
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